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Dear Friends, Ladies and Gentlemen,
It all started more than 130 years ago
when Carl Friedrich Bucherer’s bold vision
led him to Lucerne with his wife, Luise.
In 1888, the couple opened their very first
store in the city, selling watches and jewellery.
Way ahead of their time, their sons, Ernst
and Carl Eduard, continued the tradition,
creating technological and artistic timepieces
of their own. Combining the artistic skills
of a jeweller and a watchmaker’s crafting
expertise is what defines the style of
Carl F. Bucherer since then.
In honor of our founder, the name Carl F.
Bucherer was chosen to mark the beginning
of a new era for the brand in 2001. His picture
stands at the beginning of this book, paying
tribute to him and marking the starting
point of our story. His free spirit and creative
expressionism still characterize our brand’s
essence. The baroque nature and incredible
scenery of our unique birthplace, Lucerne,
remains a constant source of inspiration to us.
Today, our internationally operating company
remains in the third generation of the family
under Jörg G. Bucherer, owner and chairman
of the board.
To this day tradition, excellence, innovational strength and sustainability are more
than just goals – we live by these values
with exceptional timepieces and handcrafted
movements, long-standing partnerships and
enduring commitment. We set the highest
standards for the quality of our work.
Our timepieces stand testament to this, as
all movements produced in-house invariably
meet the requirements for COSC-certified
precision. There is a reason the Fondation
de la Haute Horlogerie (FHH) recognizes Carl
F. Bucherer among its top manufacturers.

Carl F. Bucherer has always been known
for its pioneering spirit and innovational
strength with no limits. This is superbly
demonstrated by outstanding technical milestones developed and manufactured entirely
in house such as the bidirectional automatic
winding system with a peripheral rotor.
This distinctive construction allows for the
watch’s flat design, while ensuring eminent
reliability and an unhindered view of the
superior movement. Or the peripherally
suspended “floating” tourbillon, a world first.
In 2018, the Carl F. Bucherer Heritage
line was launched as tribute to both our multifaceted tradition of the Swiss watchmaker
and Carl F. Bucherer’s roots in Lucerne.
I invite you to enjoy the journey through
our selection of exclusive masterpieces, born
out of our rich heritage and savoir-faire in
watchmaking.
Sincerely yours,
Sascha Moeri
CEO of Carl F. Bucherer

FR EE S PI R IT
SINCE 18 8 8

Self-confidence is an essential
prerequisite for becoming established
as an entrepreneur. Carl F
 riedrich
Bucherer’s self-confidence was based
on creativity, technical skills,
prudence and a steadfast adherence
to his goals.
Since it’s foundation in 1888,
the company formed by this
visionary figure has remained in
the sole ownership of the Bucherer
family.
Continuity, free spirit and
entrepreneurial independence
are thus hallmarks of the brand,
as is the dynamism that has
again and again put it decisively
ahead of the times.

SAVO I R- FAI R E
SINCE 18 8 8

SAVO I R- FAI R E SINCE 18 8 8

Every timepiece that leaves the
Carl F. Bucherer workshops is a
miracle in miniature. More than
100 c omponents seamlessly intermesh
to make a Carl F. Bucherer creation
what it essentially is: a masterpiece
of the fine art of watchmaking. But
something that is true for the watch
itself also applies to the company
that develops and manufactures it.
After all, it is not unusual for
a large number of specialists from
a wide variety of disciplines to
be involved in the creation of a
Carl F. Bucherer watch.
Each of them is driven by
the passion of creating something
unique: the peripheral rotor,
for example, which is found in all
the CFB-manufactured calibers.
It winds the movement with astonishing efficiency while providing a

view of the fascinating mechanics.
Thus, it ideally combines the advantages of conventional systems while
eliminating their disadvantages.
Or take the patented mechanical
time zone display in the Patravi
TravelTec, which enables the user
to switch between a third readable
time zone at the touch of a button.
But for all the passion, inventiveness and technical finesse, there
is always an equal focus on the
functionality and unique aesthetic
appeal of each and every timepiece.
It is for this reason that the
designers at Carl F. Bucherer attach
importance to the tiniest detail.
Their aim is to create timepieces
which, from the very beginning,
have inspired fascination through
master craftsmanship, their
unique inner values and their
extraordinary sense of style.

THE BIDIRECTIONAL AUTOMATIC WINDING SYSTEM WITH A PERIPHERAL ROTOR
IS A REVOLUTIONARY APPROACH TO WATCHMAKING.

MAN U FAC TU R E CALI B ER CFB T3 0 0 0
OUTSTANDING ACCUR ACY

The tourbillon is viewed as the
crowning achievement of watchmaking. The engineers and watchmakers of Carl F. Bucherer have
implemented this fascinating mechanism in a movement like no
other. In the new CFB T3000
manufacture caliber, the tourbillon
appears to float, but is actually
mounted peripherally. A world first
developed exclusively by Carl F.
Bucherer, the pioneer of the peripheral automatic winding system.
Further highlights are the stopseconds function of the tourbillon
and the fact that the movement is a
COSC-certified chronometer.

The benefits of this construction
principle inspired the engineers and
watchmakers at Carl F. Bucherer to
develop a very special kind of tourbillon. Unlike traditional tourbillon
features, it is neither mounted in
the movement’s main plate nor in
an overlying bridge. Instead, the
shockproof tourbillon cage, which
appears to float inside the watch,
is actually sitting securely in
position and supported peripherally by three ceramic ball bearings. Distinctively non-visible to
observers, these bearings ensure
precise guidance and smooth
running.

MANUFACTURE CALIBER CFB T3000 WITH FLOATING TOURBILLON.

HERITAGE

The Heritage line is a tribute to both
the multifaceted watchmaking
tradition of Carl F. Bucherer and to
its roots in Lucerne.
This range features only limitededition timepieces. Combining a
unique design inspired by more than
130 years of “Made of Lucerne”
watchmaking, traditional craftsmanship, sophisticated complications,
and the finest materials, these
extraordinary timepieces are bound
to stand the test of time.

HERITAGE TOURBILLON
DOUBLE PERIPHERAL
LIMITED EDITION

A Tribute to 130 Years of “Made of
Lucerne” Watchmaking Heritage
The Heritage Tourbillon DoublePeripheral is limited to just 88 timepieces
– a homage to the year Carl F. Bucherer
was founded, 1888. It’s elaborately
finished 18-karat rose gold case reflects
the golden luster of the baroque city
Lucerne. Another homage to the birthplace of the brand is the movement bridge
crafted in 18-karat white gold, with the
hand-engraved Chapel Bridge, the result
of more than two weeks of meticulous
craftsmanship.
At the heart of the Heritage Tourbillon
DoublePeripheral Limited Edition is the
in-house, COSC-certified CFB T3000
caliber, featuring a tourbillon with a
floating appearance and an automatic
winding system that are both mounted
peripherally – a world’s first.
As a special tribute to the rich
heritage of the brand and this limitededition timepiece, the movement’s
peripheral rotor is crafted in 22-karat
rose gold – a perfect match to the watch
case, also made of rose gold.
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MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• Manufacture caliber CFB T3000
• Chronometer
• Diameter 36.5 mm
• Height 4.6 mm
• 33 jewels
• Power reserve 65 hours
• Hand-engraved bridge
18 K white gold
• Peripheral rotor 22 K rose gold
LIMITED EDITION
• 88 pieces

FUNCTIONS
• Floating Tourbillon
• Seconds stop
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

CASE
• 18 K rose gold
• Double-domed sapphire crystal with 
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Caseback with sapphire crystal and
anti-reflective coating
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 42.5 mm
• Height 11.9 mm
STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Hand-stitched
• 18 K rose gold pin lock folding clasp
REF 00.10802.03.13.01

HERITAGE

CARL F. BUCHERER
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HERITAGE BICOMPAX ANNUAL
LIMITED EDITION

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1972 caliber
• Diameter 30 mm
• Height 7.3 mm
• 47 jewels
• Power reserve 42 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Chronograph: minute
and seconds counters
• Annual calendar
• Big date
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

2

3

CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold

CASE
• Stainless steel

STRAP
• Calfskin leather
• Stainless steel pin lock folding clasp

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel pin lock folding clasp

LIMITED EDITION
• 888 pieces

LIMITED EDITION
• 888 pieces

REF 00.10803.07.42.01

REF 00.10803.08.12.01

HERITAGE

CASE
• Double-domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Sapphire crystal case back
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 41 mm
• Height 14.15 mm

CARL F. BUCHERER
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MANERO

The Manero is virtuoso watchmaking craftsmanship in its most
authentic form, a timeless classic
of discreet yet powerful elegance.
Its entire essence is c ontained in
its name, which is derived from
the Latin ‘manuaria’, meaning
‘that which is led by the hand’.
The name Manero points to
the precisely adjusted internal life
of the watch with its mechanical
refinement, the complexity of which
is clearly conveyed by the elaborate
three-dimensional dials.
The Manero is conceived for
people who appreciate the hidden
values of the mechanical movement as much as the straight-lined
beauty of this timepiece.

MANERO TOURBILLON
DOUBLE PERIPHERAL
MASTERPIECE WITH FLOATING
TOURBILLON

Carl F. Bucherer demonstrates its innovative capacity with the introduction of
the Manero Tourbillon DoublePeripheral
featuring the COSC-certified CFB T3000
movement. It is a world first, developed
entirely in-house combining a peripheral
automatic winding system and a peripherally mounted tourbillon that appears to
float.
Such a unique tourbillon deserves
the full attention; prominently placed at
12 o’clock, it is a real eye-catcher. The
tourbillon cage, which rotates around
its own axis once every minute, features
a second hand that acts as a seconds
display. A further distinctive feature is
the stop-seconds function, which allows
for the rotation of the tourbillon cage to be
stopped.

4
MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• Manufacture caliber CFB T3000
• Chronometer
• Diameter 36.5 mm
• Height 4.6 mm
• 33 jewels
• Power reserve 65 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Tourbillon
• Seconds stop
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

CASE
• 18 K rose gold
• Domed sapphire crystal with 
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Caseback with sapphire crystal and
anti-reflective coating
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 43.10 mm
• Height 11.57 mm
STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Hand-stitched
• 18 K rose gold pin lock folding clasp
REF 00.10920.03.13.01

MANERO

CARL F. BUCHERER
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MANERO CHRONOPERPETUAL
LIMITED EDITION
ETERNITY IS NOW UNDER CONTROL

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1904 caliber
• Diameter 30 mm
• Height 7.6 mm
• 49 jewels
• Power reserve 50 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Chronograph: hour, minute and
seconds counters, flyback
• Perpetual calendar: month, date,
day of the week
• Leap year
• Moon phase
• Tachymeter
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

CASE
• Double-domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 42.5 mm
• Height 14.3 mm

5

6

7

CASE
• 18 K rose gold

CASE
• 18 K rose gold

CASE
• Stainless steel

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Hand-stitched
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Hand-stitched
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Hand-stitched
• Stainless steel pin buckle

LIMITED EDITION
• 100 pieces

LIMITED EDITION
• 100 pieces

LIMITED EDITION
• 150 pieces

REF 00.10907.03.13.01

REF 00.10906.03.33.01

REF 00.10906.08.13.01

MANERO

CARL F. BUCHERER
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MANERO POWERRESERVE
GET ALL THE POWER
WHEN YOU CALL FOR IT

Elegant perfection of form embraces
sophisticated mechanics. The Manero
PowerReserve makes a statement on
time and its course.
A glance at its dial reveals how much
power it still has in store. To accomplish
this, a special module made in-house
is incorporated into the movement to
display the power reserve. Thus the
caliber CFB A1011 takes its place for
the first time in the Manero line,
combining external design of traditional
inspiration with the most innovative
technology within.
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MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• Manufacture caliber CFB A1011
• Diameter 32 mm
• Height 6.3 mm
• 33 jewels
• Power reserve 55 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Power reserve
• Big date
• Day of the week
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

CASE
• 18 K rose gold
• Domed sapphire crystal with 
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 42.5 mm
• Height 12.54 mm
STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle
REF 00.10912.03.13.01

MANERO

CARL F. BUCHERER
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MAN ERO POWERRESERVE

28

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• Manufacture caliber CFB A1011
• Diameter 32 mm
• Height 6.3 mm
• 33 jewels
• Power reserve 55 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Power reserve
• Big date
• Day of the week
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

9

10

CASE
• Stainless steel

CASE
• Stainless steel

STRAP
• Calfskin
• Stainless steel pin lock folding clasp

STRAP
• Calfskin
• Stainless steel pin lock folding clasp

LIMITED EDITION
• 188 pieces

LIMITED EDITION
• 188 pieces

REF 00.10912.08.53.01

REF 00.10912.08.93.01

CARL F. BUCHERER

CASE
• Domed sapphire crystal with 
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 42.5 mm
• Height 12.54 mm

MANERO

11

12

13

CASE
• Stainless steel

CASE
• Stainless steel

CASE
• Stainless steel

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Stainless steel pin lock folding clasp

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

REF 00.10912.08.33.21

REF 00.10912.08.13.01

REF 00.10912.08.13.21

MANERO

CARL F. BUCHERER
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MANERO PERIPHERAL
A MASTERFUL COMBINATION
OF THE PUREST MATERIALS

The Manero Peripheral combines all
that distinguished Carl F. Bucherer as a
true watch manufacturer: state-of-the-art
engineering and classic watchmaking
expertise. For this reason, it is the perfect
setting for the CFB A2000 in-house
caliber.
Specially for the Manero Peripheral,
the engineers modified the movement
to create the CFB A2050 with a central
hour and minute display, small seconds
at 6 o’clock and date at 3 o’clock. The
CFB-manufactured movement is a
certified chronometer housed in a multifaceted case that combines clean-cut
angles with softly rounded contours to
create a visual effect that offers both
vibrancy and aesthetic appeal. Typical
for the Manero family, the elaborate dial
features appliquéd wedge like indices and
faceted lancet shaped hands.
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MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• Manufacture caliber CFB A2050
• Chronometer
• Diameter 30.6 mm
• Height 5.3 mm
• 33 jewels
• Power reserve 55 hours
LIMITED EDITION
• 188 pieces

Exclusively available at Bucherer.

MANERO

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Domed sapphire crystal with 
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 40.6 mm
• Height 11.2 mm
BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp
REF 00.10917.08.53.98

CARL F. BUCHERER
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MAN ERO PERIPHER AL

32

CASE
• Domed sapphire crystal with 
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 40.6 mm
• Height 11.2 mm

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• Manufacture caliber CFB A2050
• Chronometer
• Diameter 30.6 mm
• Height 5.3 mm
• 33 jewels
• Power reserve 55 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

15

16

17

CASE
• 18 K rose gold

CASE
• 18 K rose gold

CASE
• Stainless steel

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

REF 00.10917.03.23.01

REF 00.10917.03.33.01

REF 00.10917.08.23.21

CARL F. BUCHERER

MANERO

18

19

CASE
• Stainless steel
• 60 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.6 ct

CASE
• Stainless steel
• 60 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.6 ct

DIAL
• Mother-of-pearl

DIAL
• Mother-of-pearl

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Stainless steel pin lock folding clasp

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Stainless steel pin lock folding clasp

REF 00.10917.08.73.11

REF 00.10917.08.83.11

MANERO

CARL F. BUCHERER
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MAN ERO PERIPHER AL

34

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• Manufacture caliber CFB A2050
• Chronometer
• Diameter 30.6 mm
• Height 5.3 mm
• 33 jewels
• Power reserve 55 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

CASE
• Domed sapphire crystal with 
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 43.1 mm
• Height 11.2 mm

20

21

22

CASE
• 18 K rose gold

CASE
• 18 K rose gold

CASE
• Stainless steel

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

REF 00.10921.03.23.01

REF 00.10921.03.33.01

REF 00.10921.08.23.21

CARL F. BUCHERER

MANERO

23

24

25

CASE
• Stainless steel

CASE
• Stainless steel

CASE
• Stainless steel

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Stainless steel pin lock folding clasp

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Stainless steel pin lock folding clasp

REF 00.10921.08.33.21

REF 00.10921.08.23.01

REF 00.10921.08.33.01

MANERO

CARL F. BUCHERER
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MANERO FLYBACK
STYLISHLY FAST AND FURIOUS

The Manero Flyback is a classic example
of the Manero family, but as a typical
Carl F. Bucherer timepiece, it has something distinctly unique to offer watch
lovers: the sophisticated CFB 1970 chronograph movement with flyback function.
It enables the user to record consecutive times with the shortest possible
interval between them. The chronograph
hands “fly back” to zero, while the movement continues to run in the background,
allowing the hands to resume as soon
as the reset button is released. And the
setting provided by this little masterpiece is likewise compelling: the case,
finished either in rose gold or stainless
steel, contains a dial with ten applied
indices. Featuring two subdials located at
9 and 3 o’clock, as well as a date display
at 6 o’clock. Together with a flange and
tachymeter scale running round the dial,
these two features give the Manero Flyback
its vibrant and singular appearance.
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MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1970 caliber
• Diameter 30.4 mm
• Height 7.9 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 42 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Chronograph: minute and
seconds counters, flyback
• Tachymeter
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

CASE
• 18 K rose gold
• Double-domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 43 mm
• Height 14.45 mm
STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle
REF 00.10919.03.33.01

MANERO

CARL F. BUCHERER
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MAN ERO FLYBACK
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MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1970 caliber
• Diameter 30.4 mm
• Height 7.9 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 42 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Chronograph: minute and
seconds counters, flyback
• Tachymeter
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

CASE
• Double-domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 43 mm
• Height 14.45 mm

27

28

29

CASE
• 18 K rose gold

CASE
• 18 K rose gold

CASE
• Stainless steel

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle

STRAP
• Kudu leather
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle

STRAP
• Kudu leather
• Stainless steel pin lock folding clasp

REF 00.10919.03.13.01

REF 00.10919.03.33.02

REF 00.10919.08.33.02

CARL F. BUCHERER

MANERO
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31

32

CASE
• Stainless steel

CASE
• Stainless steel

CASE
• Stainless steel

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Stainless steel pin lock folding clasp

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Stainless steel pin lock folding clasp

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Stainless steel pin lock folding clasp

REF 00.10919.08.93.01

REF 00.10919.08.13.01

REF 00.10919.08.33.01

MANERO

CARL F. BUCHERER
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MANERO AUTODATE
STARRING IN JOHN WICK 3

1960s design succeeded in establishing
influential trends, creating forms that
will last forever. Simple and classically
appealing three-hand watches with dials
reduced to the essentials set new standards
during this period, which have continued
to be of major importance in the design of
timepieces right up to the present day.
A striking example of the design
features originating from this period can
be found in the Manero AutoDate. The
three-hand model with date display draws
the beholder’s attention to what really
matters in the stainless steel case with
a diameter of 38 millimeters, and the
watch is always ready for action thanks
to its reliable automatic caliber. What is
more, the 42-hour power reserve means
that superstar Keanu Reeves aka John
Wick could take it off for a while without
any problems – not that he has that much
time to rest ...
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MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1965 caliber
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 3.6 mm
• 21 or 25 jewels
• Power reserve 42 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on one side
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 38 mm
• Height 8.75 mm
STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Stainless steel pin buckle
REF 00.10908.08.13.01

MANERO

CARL F. BUCHERER
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MANERO AUTODATE
THE GOLDEN TIMES ARE BACK

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1950 caliber
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 4.6 or 4.8 mm
• 25 or 26 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 42.5 mm
• Height 11.98 mm

34

35

36

CASE
• 18 K rose gold

CASE
• Stainless steel

CASE
• Stainless steel

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Stainless steel pin lock folding clasp

REF 00.10915.03.33.01

REF 00.10915.08.15.21

REF 00.10915.08.13.01

MANERO

CARL F. BUCHERER
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MAN ERO AUTODATE

44

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1965 caliber
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 3.6 mm
• 21 or 25 jewels
• Power reserve 42 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on one side
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 38 mm
• Height 8.75 mm

37

38

39

CASE
• 18 K rose gold

CASE
18 K rose gold

CASE
Stainless steel

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Stainless steel pin buckle

REF 00.10908.03.33.01

REF 00.10908.03.13.01

REF 00.10908.08.33.01

CARL F. BUCHERER

MANERO

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1963 caliber
• Diameter 20 mm
• Height 4.8 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 30 mm
• Height 9.54 mm

40

41

42

CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• 49 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.5 ct

CASE
• Stainless steel
• 49 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.5 ct

CASE
• Stainless steel

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

REF 00.10911.07.33.31

REF 00.10911.08.53.31

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp
REF 00.10911.08.15.21

MANERO

CARL F. BUCHERER
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PATRAVI

Traditional watchmaking artistry,
the highest technical and innovative standards, striking design – all
combined in one watch: the Patravi
from Carl F. Bucherer. The sophisticated and carefully decorated
mechanical movements are fitted
with useful additional functions
such as a chronograph, big date and
power reserve indicator. In most
models, a caseback with sapphire
crystal provides a clear view of
the fascinating microcosm.
The case is a harmonious
whole, yet extraordinarily complex.
Its integrated structure permits
a special high-quality surface finish
with a subtle interplay of satin and
polished components.
The dials are unequalled in
terms of their complexity, richness
of detail and readability.
The interplay with threedimensionality is unique. The index
markers, cut with diamond tools
and typical of the Patravi range,
are applied by hand.

PATRAVI TRAVELTEC II
DISSOLVING
THE TIME ZONES

Characteristic aplomb, outstanding
technology and distinctive self-assurance
are unmistakable features of timepieces
from Carl F. Bucherer. And the Patravi
TravelTec II is impressive proof. The
latest addition to the TravelTec line not
only has the fascinating ability to display
three time zones simultaneously, it also
has the appeal of an exciting and elegant
combination of black DLC-coated titanium with precious rose gold.
The massive 47.4millimeter case
speaks for itself – and for the wearer’s
selfconfidence. Like the caseback, the
time zone controls and chronograph push
buttons are also made of titanium. The
intricacies of the Patravi TravelTec II
movement highlight a chronometer certified CFB 1901.1 caliber with chronograph
functions, while the sophisticated monopusher switch mechanics can be admired
through a window on the side of the case.
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MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1901.1 caliber
• Chronometer
• Diameter 28.6 mm
• Height 7.3 mm
• 39 jewels
• Power reserve 42 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Chronograph: hour, minute
and seconds counters
• Three time zones
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

CASE
• 18 K rose gold and DLC coated titanium
• Screw-down crown
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 100 m (10 atm)
• Diameter 47.4 mm
• Height 15.9 mm
STRAP
• Rubber
• 18 K rose gold and DLC coated titanium
folding clasp with comfort extension
REF 00.10633.03.33.02

PATRAVI
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PATR AVI TR AVELTEC II

50

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1901.1 caliber
• Chronometer
• Diameter 28.6 mm
• Height 7.3 mm
• 39 jewels
• Power reserve 42 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Chronograph: hour, minute
and seconds counters
• Three time zones
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

44

45

CASE
• Stainless steel

CASE
• Stainless steel

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel folding clasp
with comfort extension

REF 00.10633.08.33.21

REF 00.10633.08.33.01

CARL F. BUCHERER

CASE
• Screw-down crown
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 100 m (10 atm)
• Diameter 47.4 mm
• Height 15.9 mm

PATRAVI

PATRAVI TRAVELTEC
YOUR WORLD IN 3 TIME ZONES

The revolutionary Monopusher

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1901.1 caliber
• Chronometer
• Diameter 28.6 mm
• Height 7.3 mm
• 39 jewels
• Power reserve 42 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Chronograph: hour, minute
and seconds counters
• Three time zones
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

CASE
• 18 K rose gold
• Screw-down crown
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 50 m (5 atm)
• Diameter 46.6 mm
• Height 15.5 mm

46

47

48

STRAP
• Rubber
• 18 K rose gold / titanium DLC coated
folding clasp with comfort extension

BRACELET
• 18 K rose gold
• 18 K rose gold folding clasp

STRAP
• Rubber
• 18 K rose gold / titanium DLC coated
folding clasp with comfort extension

REF 00.10620.03.33.21
REF 00.10620.03.33.02

PATRAVI

REF 00.10620.03.93.02
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PATR AVI TR AVELTEC

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1901.1 caliber
• Chronometer
• Diameter 28.6 mm
• Height 7.3 mm
• 39 jewels
• Power reserve 42 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Chronograph: hour, minute
and seconds counters
• Three time zones
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Screw-down crown
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 50 m (5 atm)
• Diameter 46.6 mm
• Height 15.5 mm

49

50

51

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel folding clasp
with comfort extension

CASE
• Ceramic bezel

REF 00.10620.08.33.21
REF 00.10620.08.33.02

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel folding clasp
with comfort extension
REF 00.10620.23.53.01
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PATRAVI TRAVELTEC FOURX
PURE MECHANICS WITH NO
ADDED SOFTWARE

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1901.1 caliber
• Chronometer
• Diameter 28.6 mm
• Height 7.3 mm
• 39 jewels
• Power reserve 42 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Chronograph: hour, minute
and seconds counters
• Three time zones
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

52

53

CASE
• 18 K rose gold
• DLC coated titanium monopusher
• Screw-down crown and
chronograph push buttons in
18 K rose gold and rubber

CASE
• 950 palladium
• Titanium monopusher
• Screw-down crown and chronograph
push buttons in steel and rubber

STRAP
• Rubber
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle

CASE
• Ceramic bezel
• Skeletonized dial
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 50 m (5 atm)
• Diameter 46.6 mm
• Height 15.5 mm

STRAP
• Rubber
• Titanium pin buckle
REF 00.10620.21.93.01

LIMITED EDITION
• 125 pieces
REF 00.10620.22.93.01

PATRAVI
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PATRAVI TRAVELTEC BLACK
READY FOR TAKE-OFF

Matte-black and powerful with an air
of mystery, the Patravi TravelTec Black
is more than a mere timepiece. It not only
displays three time zones simultaneously:
wearing it is also a statement of clarity,
vitality and self-assurance. With an antireflective, scratch-resistant and shockproof DLC finish, the Patravi TravelTec
Black does not set out to dazzle. Never
theless, it shines with its high-level functionality, independent character and
many advanced technical features.
The heart beating away in the steel
case speaks an equally forceful and unmistakable language. And the chronometer
certified, CFB 1901.1 caliber stands for
unmatched precision and reliability. The
stark contrast between the dial, hands,
indices and scales guarantees high
legibility even when visibility is poor and
makes the Patravi TravelTec Black an
ideal companion, whatever its owner turns
his hand to and wherever life takes them.

54
MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1901.1 caliber
• Chronometer
• Diameter 28.6 mm
• Height 7.3 mm
• 39 jewels
• Power reserve 42 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Chronograph: hour, minute
and seconds counters
• Three time zones
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

CASE
• DLC coated stainless steel
• Screw-down crown
• Sapphire crystal with a
 nti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 50 m (5 atm)
• Diameter 46.6 mm
• Height 15.5 mm
STRAP
• Rubber
• DLC coated stainless steel
folding clasp with comfort extension
REF 00.10620.12.33.01

PATRAVI
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PATRAVI SCUBATEC BLACK MANTA
SPECIAL EDITION
TIME FOR SUSTAINABLE VALUES

Carl F. Bucherer is supporting since many
years the Manta Trust, a UK-based charity,
with the mission of conserving the oceans
and the habitat of the rare manta rays.
The Manta Trust is involved in more than
20 countries for the survival of this
threatened species, in particular through
various research projects and tireless
educational work.
The latest special edition to join the
Patravi ScubaTec family is an ode to
a very special ocean dweller: the black
manta ray. The Patravi ScubaTec Black
Manta is a diver’s watch par excellence.
The lightweight titanium case boasts
a black DLC coating. The deep black hue
forms a contrast with the bronze-colored
elements recalling old diving equipment.
Super-LumiNova adorns the indices
and hands, which frame the silhouettes
of two manta rays in the center of the
black dial. Developed especially for
Carl F. Bucherer, its innovative textile
strap is mostly composed of recycled PET
bottles. Consistent with the values of
Carl F. Bucherer, part of the proceeds will
be donated to the Manta Trust charity.

55
MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1950.1 caliber
• Chronometer
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 4.6 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

PATRAVI

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

STRAP
• Rubber / recycled PET
• DLC coated titanium diver’s clasp
REF 00.10632.28.33.99

CASE
• DLC coated titanium
• Titanium / ceramic bezel
• Automatic helium valve
• Screw-down crown
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 500 m (50 atm)
• Diameter 44.6 mm
• Height 13.45 mm
CARL F. BUCHERER
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FAMILY PRODUCTNAME
PATRAVI
SCUBATEC MANTA TRUST
LOREM
LIMITEDIPSUM
EDITION
DOLOR SIT AMET
CONSETETUR
TIME TO SAVE SADIPSCING
THE MANTAS

With their abundant acquatic flora and
fauna, the oceans have been fascinating
mankind from time immemorial. Aware
of this unique world of grace and fragile
unlimited value, Carl F. Bucherer has
created a limited edition of 188 pieces in
its honor, allowing its owner to participate
in the brand’s conservation efforts.
To help protect the threatened manta
ray, Carl F. Bucherer agreed on a longterm partnership with the Manta Trust
charitable organization. Every watch
depics two mantas on the fine horizontaly
striped dial and features a unique caseback engraved with a specific living manta
and its associated number. Every owner
of a Patravi ScubaTec Manta Trust serves
as a dynamic ambassador of the unique
manta ray that is represented on the caseback. In parallel, Carl F. Bucherer will
continue to donate to the Manta Trust,
supporting its core operations.
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MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1950.1 caliber
• Chronometer
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 4.6 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

PATRAVI

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds
CASE
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel/ceramic bezel
• Automatic helium valve
• Screw-down crown
• Domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 500 m (50 atm)
• Diameter 44.6 mm
• Height 13.45 mm

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel diver’s clasp
LIMITED EDITION
• 188 pieces
REF 00.10632.23.33.98
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PATRAVI SCUBATEC
FOR THOSE WHO EXPLORE THE DEPTHS

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1950.1 caliber
• Chronometer
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 4.6 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Automatic helium valve
• Screw-down crown
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 500 m (50 atm)
• Diameter 44.6 mm
• Height 13.45 mm

57

58

59

CASE
• 18 K rose gold and DLC coated titanium
• 18 K rose gold/ceramic bezel

CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• 18 K rose gold/ceramic bezel

CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• 18 K rose gold/ceramic bezel

STRAP
• Rubber
• 18 K rose gold and
DLC coated titanium diver’s clasp

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and
18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel diver’s clasp

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and
18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel diver’s clasp

REF 00.10632.22.33.01

REF 00.10632.24.53.21

REF 00.10632.24.23.21

PATRAVI
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PATR AVI SCUBATEC

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1950.1 caliber
• Chronometer
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 4.6 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Automatic helium valve
• Screw-down crown
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 500 m (50 atm)
• Diameter 44.6 mm
• Height 13.45 mm

60

61

62

CASE
• 18 K rose gold and DLC coated titanium
• 18 K rose gold/ceramic bezel

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel/ceramic bezel

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel/ceramic bezel

STRAP
• Rubber
• 18 K rose gold and
DLC coated titanium diver’s clasp

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel diver’s clasp

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel diver’s clasp

REF 00.10632.23.33.01

REF 00.10632.23.53.01

REF 00.10632.22.53.01
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63

64

65

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel/ceramic bezel

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel/ceramic bezel

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel/ceramic bezel

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel diver’s clasp

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel diver’s clasp

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel diver’s clasp

REF 00.10632.23.33.21

REF 00.10632.23.33.22

REF 00.10632.23.33.02

PATRAVI
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PATR AVI SCUBATEC

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1950 caliber
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 4.6 or 4.8 mm
• 25 or 26 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Stainless steel and ceramic
• Screw-down crown
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 200 m (20 atm)
• Diameter 36.5 mm
• Height 11.37 mm

66

67

68

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel folding clasp
with comfort extension

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel folding clasp
with comfort extension

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel folding clasp
with comfort extension

REF 00.10634.23.23.02

REF 00.10634.23.23.03

REF 00.10634.23.23.04

Each watch comes with an additional white rubber strap (66 – 69).
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69

70

71

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel folding clasp
with comfort extension

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel folding clasp
with comfort extension

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp
with comfort extension

REF 00.10634.23.23.05

REF 00.10634.23.23.01

REF 00.10634.23.23.21

PATRAVI
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PATRAVI SCUBATEC SFA
SPECIAL EDITION
A SINGLE SECOND CAN CHANGE HISTORY

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1950.1 caliber
• Chronometer
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 4.6 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours
FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour, minute and seconds

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1950 caliber
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 4.6 or 4.8 mm
• 25 or 26 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours
FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour, minute and seconds

72

73

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel/ceramic bezel
• Automatic helium valve
• Screw-down crown
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 500 m (50 atm)
• Diameter 44.6 mm
• Height 13.45 mm

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel/ceramic bezel
• Screw-down crown
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 200 m (20 atm)
• Diameter 36.5 mm
• Height 11.37 mm

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel diver’s clasp

STRAP
• Rubber
• Stainless steel folding clasp
with comfort extension

REF 00.10632.23.33.99

REF 00.10634.23.23.99

PATRAVI
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PATRAVI CHRONODATE
HIGH FIDELITY

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1956 caliber
• Diameter 30 mm
• Height 7.3 mm
• 49 jewels
• Power reserve 42 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Chronograph: hour, minute
and seconds counters
• Big date
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Screw-down crown
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 50 m (5 atm)
• Diameter 40 mm
• Height 13.5 mm
• 56 diamonds FC TW vvs 1.0 ct

74

75

76

DIAL
• Mother-of-pearl
• 8 diamonds FC TW vvs

DIAL
• Mother-of-pearl
• 8 diamonds FC TW vvs

DIAL
• Mother-of-pearl
• 8 diamonds FC TW vvs

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Stainless steel folding clasp

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Stainless steel folding clasp

STRAP
• Louisiana alligator leather
• Stainless steel folding clasp

REF 00.10611.08.84.11

REF 00.10611.08.84.12

REF 00.10611.08.74.13

Each watch comes with two leather straps matching the dial color.

PATRAVI
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PATRAVI AUTODATE
A TRUE CLASSIC

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1950 caliber
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 4.6 or 4.8 mm
• 25 or 26 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Screw-down crown
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on one side
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 50 m (5 atm)
• Diameter 38 mm
• Height 10.85 mm

77

78

79

CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• 48 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.75 ct

CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold

CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp

REF 00.10617.07.33.21

REF 00.10617.07.23.21

DIAL
• Mother-of-pearl
• 9 diamonds FC TW vvs
BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp
REF 00.10617.07.77.31

PATRAVI
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PATR AVI AUTODATE

76

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1963 caliber
• Diameter 20 mm
• Height 4.8 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on one side
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 50 m (5 atm)
• Diameter 27 mm
• Height 9.05 mm

80

81

82

CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• 48 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.45 ct

CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• 48 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.45 ct

CASE
• Stainless steel
• 48 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.45 ct

DIAL
• Mother-of-pearl
• 9 diamonds FC TW vvs

DIAL
• Mother-of-pearl
• 9 diamonds FC TW vvs

DIAL
• Mother-of-pearl
• 9 diamonds FC TW vvs

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

REF 00.10621.07.87.31

REF 00.10621.07.77.31

REF 00.10621.08.77.31

CARL F. BUCHERER
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MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1950 caliber
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 4.6 or 4.8 mm
• 25 or 26 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Sapphire crystal with anti-reflective
coating on both sides
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 100 m (10 atm)
BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

83

84

85

CASE
• Diameter 42.6 mm
• Height 10.75 mm

CASE
• Diameter 31.6 mm
• Height 9.10 mm

CASE
• Diameter 31.6 mm
• Height 9.10 mm

REF 00.10636.08.33.21

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1963 caliber
• Diameter 20 mm
• Height 4.8 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1963 caliber
• Diameter 20 mm
• Height 4.8 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

REF 00.10637.08.23.21

REF 00.10637.08.33.21

PATRAVI
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ADAMAVI

As an independent watchmaker,
Carl F. Bucherer utilizes its
comprehensive experiences in the
field of mechanical watchmaking
and the art of jewelry to provide
timeless continuity. Although
Carl F. Bucherer stands for dynamic
innovative strength and mechanical
innovation, it is equally important
to the brand to build upon its
competence.
The concept of perpetuating
the tried and tested values of the
past is expressed in the Adamavi
watch family.
All models in this range are
characterized by pure timeless
elegance and mechanical reliability,
making them more than just timepieces. As true companions whose
appearance will outlast the shortlived trends of the present they
provide the wearer with reliability
and continuity.

ADAMAVI
CLASSIC MEETS
CHARACTER

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1965 caliber
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 3.6 mm
• 21 or 25 jewels
• Power reserve 42 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Sapphire crystal
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 39 mm

86

87

88

CASE
• 18 K rose gold
• Height 7.55 mm

CASE
• 18 K rose gold
• 52 diamonds FC W p1 0.60 ct
• Height 7.55 mm

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1950 caliber
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 4.6 or 4.8 mm
• 25 or 26 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

BRACELET
• 18 K rose gold
• 18 K rose gold folding clasp

STRAP
• Alligator leather
• 18 K rose gold pin buckle

REF 00.10311.03.15.21
REF 00.10311.03.15.11

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Height 8.77 mm
BRACELET
• Stainless steel bracelet and folding clasp
REF 00.10314.08.15.21

ADAMAVI
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ADAMAVI

82

MOVEMENT
• Hand-wound
• CFB 1968 caliber
• Diameter 23.7 mm
• Height 2.5 mm
• 17 jewels
• Power reserve 42 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Hour
• Minute
• Small seconds

CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Sapphire crystal
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)

89

90

91

CASE
• Diameter 39 mm
• Height 7.1 mm

CASE
• Diameter 39 mm
• Height 7.1 mm

CASE
• Diameter 28 mm
• Height 6.5 mm

STRAP
• Alligator leather
• Stainless steel pin buckle

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp

REF 00.10316.07.26.01

REF 00.10316.07.36.21

REF 00.10317.07.36.21

CARL F. BUCHERER
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FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Sapphire crystal
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

92

93

94

CASE
• Diameter 39 mm
• Height 8.77 mm

CASE
• Diameter 31 mm
• Height 8.3 mm

CASE
• Diameter 31 mm
• Height 8.3 mm

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1950 caliber
• Diameter 26.2 mm
• Height 4.6 or 4.8 mm
• 25 or 26 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1963 caliber
• Diameter 20 mm
• Height 4.8 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

DIAL
• 11 diamonds FC TW vvs

REF 00.10314.08.13.21

REF 00.10320.08.13.21

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1963 caliber
• Diameter 20 mm
• Height 4.8 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours
REF 00.10320.08.17.21

ADAMAVI
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ADAMAVI

84

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1963 caliber
• Diameter 20 mm
• Height 4.8 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Sapphire crystal
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 31 mm
• Height 8.3 mm

95

96

97

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

REF 00.10320.07.15.21

REF 00.10320.07.45.21

REF 00.10320.08.15.22

CARL F. BUCHERER
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99

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

STRAP
• Alligator leather
• Stainless steel pin buckle

REF 00.10320.08.15.21

REF 00.10320.08.15.01

ADAMAVI
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PATHOS

The Pathos is radiant in a
garland of faceted material that
reflects the light in atmospheric
glints and gleams.
This exceptional timepiece, a
masterly blend of the watchmaker’s
craft and the jeweler’s art, exudes
sublime passion.
Streamlined motifs ornamenting
the dial and the case, worked in
loving detail, create its flamboyant
splendor.
With its unique design, a Pathos
on the wrist impresses by its
dignified elegance and individuality
and makes every woman shine.

PATHOS SWAN
LIMITED EDITION
THE UNBEARABLE
LIGHTNESS OF BEING

A total of 922 hand-set, finest-quality Top
Wesselton diamonds, precious sapphires
in various colors, and exquisite rose and
white gold: the Pathos Swan is a classic
example of Carl F. Bucherer’s expertise.
Not only is this watch a mix of choice
materials, it also embodies watchmaking
skill and the art of the jeweler at the
highest levels. The name Swan is, therefore, more than appropriate for this
extraordinary timepiece, especially since
so many cultures revere the bird as
a symbol of purity, grace, and beauty.
Every single detail of this masterpiece
is lovingly designed, from the slender hour
and minute hands to one of the characteristic features of the Pathos, the aureole.
Exquisite stones set along its entire length
underscore the aesthetic appeal of the case.
The Pathos Swan is a highly exclusive
timepiece that is available with a case and
bracelet in 18 K rose gold, or in a combination of white and rose gold.

100
MOVEMENT
• Quartz
• CFB 1851 caliber
FUNCTIONS
• Hour
• Minute

CASE
• 18 K rose gold
• 370 diamonds FC TW vvs and
sapphires 1st quality 4.15 ct
• Domed sapphire crystal with 
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 34 mm
• Height 9.45 mm

BRACELET
• 18 K rose gold
• 404 diamonds FC TW vvs
and sapphires 1st quality 7.75 ct
• 18 K rose gold folding clasp
LIMITED EDITION
• 88 pieces
REF 00.10590.03.90.31

DIAL
• 18 K rose gold and mother-of-pearl
• 148 diamonds FC TW vvs and
sapphires 1st quality 0.6 ct

PATHOS
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PATH OS GR ACE
LIMITED EDITION

The Pathos Grace is pure magic. It is
a gem of the watchmaker’s art that will
captivate watch lovers at first sight: a
masterpiece whose elegance, rich variety
and consummate craftsmanship cannot
fail to be a source of fascination. But it
is also much more than that: for anyone
who examines the Pathos Grace in
greater detail will be unable to break
its enchanting spell.
Each of the 910 hand-set diamonds
contributes to the opulent yet delicate
aesthetic appeal of this exceptional timepiece. Like stars, the precious gemstones
transform the flowing white-gold surfaces
of the dial and case into a sea of light
alive with vibrant, sparkling reflections.
They give the Pathos Grace its extraordinary aura: an aura that touches the soul
and will cause that element of the divine
in any woman to radiate.
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MOVEMENT
• Quartz
• CFB 1851 caliber
FUNCTIONS
• Hour
• Minute

CASE
• 18 K white gold
• 98 baguette-cut diamonds and
254 diamonds FC TW vvs 5.4 ct
• Domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 34 mm
• Height 9.45 mm

BRACELET
• 18 K white gold
• 360 baguette-cut diamonds
TW vvs 12 ct
• 18 K white gold folding clasp
LIMITED EDITION
• 88 pieces
REF 00.10590.02.99.32

DIAL
• 18 K white gold
• 110 baguette-cut diamonds and
88 diamonds FC TW vvs 2.6 ct
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PATH OS DESIRE
LIMITED EDITION

With a desirable sense of exclusivity,
this timepiece from the Pathos family is a
bold embodiment of extravagance and
an expression of feminine elegance. Multifaceted, exuding character and passion,
the Pathos Desire extends a promise it
fulfills in every detail.
Delicately fashioned petals made of
18 K white gold and set with diamonds
decorate the dial. Like the many diamonds
on the bracelet, they playfully refract
the light and endow the Pathos Desire
with an aura of pure radiance. Beautifully fashioned Roman numerals with a
touch of perspective set against motherof-pearl underscore the watch’s unique
elegance. Available in a limited edition,
this masterpiece of the watchmaker’s art
with 870 diamonds is far more than a
mere timepiece: it is an eloquent expression
of life at its most luxurious.
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MOVEMENT
• Quartz
• CFB 1851 caliber
FUNCTIONS
• Hour
• Minute

CASE
• 18 K white gold
• 370 diamonds FC TW vvs 4.15 ct
• Domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 34 mm
• Height 9.45 mm

BRACELET
• 18 K white gold
• 404 diamonds FC TW vvs 7.85 ct
• 18 K white gold folding clasp
LIMITED EDITION
• 88 pieces
REF 00.10590.02.99.31

DIAL
• 18 K white gold & mother-of-pearl
• 96 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.5 ct

PATHOS
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PATHOS DIVA
THE STAGE
IS ALL YOURS

The Pathos Diva in pure rose gold
radiates effortless glamor and is a tribute
to the beauty of all women.
The 18 K rose gold of the case glows
with a warmth and elegance that
underscores the watch’s delicate design.
Another version, enhanced with brilliant
diamonds, adds a scintillating highlight
to this expression. In the Diva, the characteristic aureole of the Pathos comes
in two different versions: either with a
wave design or a filigree grid. Exquisitely
integrated into the side of the case, it
reflects light in myriad radiating facets.
Depending on taste, the dial is available in either precious mother-of-pearl or
with ornamentation on pure white. The
delicate rose gold links of the bracelet
perfectly complement the balanced design
of the Pathos Diva, making it a vibrant
companion by day or night.
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MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1963 caliber
• Diameter 20 mm
• Height 4.8 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

CASE
• 18 K rose gold
• 54 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.7 ct
• Domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on one side
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 34 mm
• Height 9.65 mm

DIAL
• Mother-of-pearl
BRACELET
• 18 K rose gold
• 18 K rose gold folding clasp
REF 00.10580.03.75.31.01

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

PATHOS
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PATH OS DIVA

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1963 caliber
• Diameter 20 mm
• Height 4.8 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on one side
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 34 mm
• Height 9.65 mm
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CASE
• 18 K rose gold

CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• 54 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.7 ct
• Caseback with sapphire crystal

CASE
• Stainless steel
• 54 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.7 ct
• Caseback with sapphire crystal

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

REF 00.10580.07.25.31.01

REF 00.10580.08.25.31.01

DIAL
• Mother-of-pearl
BRACELET
• 18 K rose gold
• 18 K rose gold folding clasp
REF 00.10580.03.73.21.02
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PATHOS QUEEN
MIRROR, MIRROR
ON THE WALL …

MOVEMENT
• Automatic
• CFB 1969 caliber
• Diameter 17.5 mm
• Height 4.8 mm
• 25 jewels
• Power reserve 38 hours

FUNCTIONS
• Date
• Hour
• Minute
• Seconds

CASE
• Domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on one side
• Caseback with sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Diameter 26.5 mm
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CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• 38 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.5 ct
• Height 9.41 mm

CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Height 9.08 mm

CASE
• Stainless steel
• Height 9.08 mm

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

REF 00.10550.07.25.21

REF 00.10550.08.25.21

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp
REF 00.10551.07.25.31

PATHOS
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AL ACRIA

Since the beginning of time, people
have been fascinated by the sparkle
of jewels and diamonds. By adorning
themselves with fine jewels, they
express their personality and zest
for life, emphasizing beauty in
their own special way.
To create this beauty, the
watchmakers and jewelers at
Carl F. Bucherer will have devoted
innumerable hours and all their
technical knowledge in a process
that begins with selecting the
precious raw materials, chosen
on the basis of the color, purity
and cut of the diamonds. Only the
best jewels are used. The latest
processing technology and a great
deal of skill and care are coupled
with a real appreciation for manu
ally set gems.
Each stage in the process
requires time; every single
movement is checked by an expert.
Experienced polishers give the
watches their final touch and their
definitive sparkle – a sparkle
that appears not only in our jewelry
watches, but also in the eyes of
the women who wear them.

ALACRIA ROYALROSE
LIMITED EDITION
ENJOY A ROSE
THAT WILL NEVER WITHER

The queen of flowers radiates beauty,
elegance and brilliance.
Her loveliness united with
strength makes the rose the fragrant
enchantress that, for t housands of
years, has inspired poets, artists and
lovers in equal measure. Now her
aristocratic allure and magical power
adorn the radiant dial of the Alacria
RoyalRose – a tribute to feminine grace.
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MOVEMENT
• Quartz
• CFB 1850
FUNCTIONS
• Hour
• Minute

CASE
• 18 K white gold
• 274 diamonds TW vvs and
sapphires 1st quality 2.5 ct
• Domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on both sides
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Dimensions 26.5 × 38 mm
• Height 7.4 mm

BRACELET
• 18 K white gold
• 710 diamonds FC TW vvs and
sapphires 1st quality 7.0 ct
• 18 K white gold folding clasp
LIMITED EDITION
• 125 pieces
REF 00.10702.02.90.38

DIAL
• 18 K white gold and mother-of-pearl
• 115 diamonds FC TW vvs and
sapphires 1st quality 0.45 ct

ALACRIA
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ALACRIA DIVA
NO REASON TO HIDE

MOVEMENT
• Quartz
• CFB 1852 caliber

FUNCTIONS
• Hour
• Minute

111
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CASE
• 46 diamonds FC TW vvs 1.1 ct

STRAP
• Python skin
• 18 K yellow gold pin buckle

STRAP
• Water snake and lizard skin
• 18 K yellow gold pin lock folding clasp

CASE
• 18 K yellow gold
• Domed sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Dimensions 31.3 × 45 mm
• Height 8.7 mm

REF 00.10705.01.21.01

REF 00.10705.01.21.11

ALACRIA
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ALACRIA QUEEN
BECAUSE DIAMONDS
ARE FOREVER

MOVEMENT
• Quartz
• CFB 1850 caliber

FUNCTIONS
• Hour
• Minute

CASE
• Domed sapphire crystal
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Dimensions 26.5 × 38 mm
• Height 7.4 mm
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CASE
• 18 K yellow gold
• 102 diamonds FC TW vvs 1.6 ct

CASE
• 18 K yellow gold
• 36 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.8 ct

CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Domed sapphire crystal with antireflective coating on both sides

DIAL
• Mother-of-pearl

DIAL
• Mother-of-pearl

BRACELET
• 18 K yellow gold
• 18 K yellow gold folding clasp

STRAP
• Alligator leather
• 18 K yellow gold pin lock folding clasp

REF 00.10701.01.71.32

REF 00.10701.01.71.11

ALACRIA

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp
REF 00.10701.07.15.21
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ALACRIA PRINCESS
SPARKLING TIME

MOVEMENT
• Quartz
• CFB 1850 caliber

FUNCTIONS
• Hour
• Minute

CASE
• Water-resistant to 30 m (3 atm)
• Dimensions 21 × 30 mm
• Height 6.2 mm
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CASE
• 18 K yellow gold
• 104 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.75 ct
• Domed sapphire crystal

CASE
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on both sides

CASE
• Stainless steel
• 40 diamonds FC TW vvs 0.3 ct
• Domed sapphire crystal with
anti-reflective coating on both sides

DIAL
• Mother-of-pearl

BRACELET
• Stainless steel and 18 K rose gold
• Stainless steel folding clasp

STRAP
• Alligator leather
• 18 K yellow gold pin lock folding clasp

BRACELET
• Stainless steel
• Stainless steel folding clasp

REF 00.10703.07.15.21
REF 00.10703.08.15.31

REF 00.10703.01.71.12

ALACRIA
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D I SCOVER OUR WORLD

Experience our brand and a wider
selection of our unique timepieces in
a dedicated ambience with warm
hospitality. Please visit the store
locator on our website to find the
nearest Carl F. Bucherer boutique:

Follow us
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